
The Flinders Group 
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Some consider this large 
peninsula Australia’s 
last untamed frontier. 

Aboard Sengo 
Aboard Sengo October 2016 
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Cape York Peninsula 

Well, at the top of ‘Oz’ 
at least. 
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On Top of the Word 

At the outer extent of 
Princess Charlotte Bay 
lies a lovely group of 
islands with a rich 
cultural history. 
 

Around the Top! 
We have sailed Sengo around the 
southernmost, the easternmost and now the 
northernmost point of mainland Australia; 
we have finally reached Cape York! We 
travelled around 580 nautical miles in 
October, from Lizard Island to the top of 
the country, spending quite a bit of time up 
rivers and avoiding strong winds. We are 
getting more successful with our forays into 
fishing; although most fish are still too 
small and need to be thrown back – except 
the one that was just that little bit too big…. 

Standing at the tip of mainland Australia 
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Lizard Island: Blue Lagoon and the AFL Grand Final 
1st October 2016. Plan A was finish off the fuel container cover in 
the tinnie (dubbed Project Lizard), go for a walk to the Blue 
Lagoon, have a quick refreshing swim in Watsons Bay, have lunch 
and then head over to the Marlin Bar to watch the AFL Grand 
Final. Plan B was finish off the tinnie project, have lunch, go for a 
walk to Blue Lagoon, have a quick swim, change our clothes and 
head across to the Marlin Bar to watch the footy. Plan C prevailed. 

Finishing off Project Lizard took a little longer than expected and it 
wasn’t until way after lunchtime that we finally made it to shore to 
walk to the Blue Lagoon. The track leads from Watsons Bay, past 
Mrs Watsons ‘house’, across the boardwalk of the Pandanus Track 
to the airfield and then after you have walked to the end of the 
runway outside the white cones, you head through the dunes to the 
other side of the island. The lagoon looks delightful and apparently 
is a reasonably good anchorage in most mild weathers, protected on 
all sides by reef (you have to zig-zag into the channel to get in). 
Snorkeling would have been welcome but we hadn’t brought any 
gear. Once we’d had a short rest and discovered that our phones 
didn’t work (someone suggested they might) it was getting to late 
afternoon. We decided to walk back to Watsons Bay via the 
Chinaman’s Ridge Track. As the start of this track is within sight of 
the back of the Marlin Bar, we thought we might make a quick 
detour to check out the score. The patronage was medium, and 
there was pop music playing. The TV screen was black. What 
happened to the footy? Apparently the signal was lost at half-time – 
when the score was only two points the difference! How frustrating. 
We bought a drink and hung around a little while to see if any 
semblance of the game could be restored. A few frames here and 
there but the film would not run. We left not knowing how long or if 
the reception was going to return, climbed over the hill and 
retrieving our dingy off shore (we had taken longer than we 
expected) getting wet before we got back to base. 

Pandanus Track 

Pandanus Track 

End of the runway. Start of Blue 
Lagoon Track 

Blue Lagoon Track 

Blue Lagoon 

Overlooking Watsons Bay from 
Chinaman’s Track Blue Lagoon 
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Cape York Peninsula (to parody Douglas Adams) is big. 
Really big! Well, from an exVictorian point of view 
anyway – visually it looks like Victoria, just put on its side. 

It encompasses several very large national parks, numerous 
other conservation type reserves, at least 15 water 
catchment basins, several small towns/settlements and two 
larger ones (Bamaga and Weipa), private cattle stations 
and Aboriginal land, as well as all islands within the Great 
Barrier Reef within its vicinity (which are considered part 
of the management area). 

Bounded by water on three sides (east, north and west) the 
official southern boundary according to the Cape York 
Peninsula Heritage Act 2007 runs just south of the 16°S 
latitude line, which is approximately where Bloomfield  
River is. 

The Cape’s terrain consists of mountainous ranges, dry 
scrubby floodplains, grasslands and savannah type 
vegetation and coastal sand dunes of various heights. The 
rivers we sheltered in were lined with mangroves, some so 
thick you could not see where they ended, and some only a 
tree or two before the bank lead through to open, dry 
sparseness.  

The average year round high 
temperature in this region is 29.2 
degrees Celsius. The average low 
temperature is 23.1 degrees Celsius. 

Whilst we have seen some of the 
interior of this vast tract of land by 
4WD, we only got to see the eastern 
coast from Sengo this month. Perhaps 
we will get back some day and spend 
some time on Cape York Peninsula’s 
west coast. 

Cape York Peninsula 

Castle Peaks, Stanley Island 

Lockhart River 

Beach near The Tip 

Albany Passage

Sunset from Cape York anchorage

Sengo from the track to 
the tip 

Albany Passage from Fly Point © 2012

Approaching Portland Roads 
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2nd October 2016. Everybody we 
speak to complains about getting 
back south from Lizard Island 
because the southerly winds are too 
strong in precisely the wrong 
direction.  So it is with irony that I 
note that we couldn’t actually sail 
north because the winds were 
northerly (light, but we didn’t want 
to motor)! Eventually however the 
weather started to swing around 
and we planned our departure for 
the 2nd October. We were told that 
there was a strong southerly coming 
through in a few days so we wanted 
to make sure we were further north 
but somewhere with a bit of 
protection.  

The anchor was up around 0730 
and, as the winds were light, it was 
time for the spinnaker. We fiddled a 
bit at first, heading a little off centre 
to catch the wind and finally 
confirmed that if the wind is directly 
behind us then we can’t have the 
main sail up as well. Dropping the 
mainsail we found we could head 
exactly where we wanted to go. Our 
original destination was Howick 
Island but we made it in such good 
time we continued another 20 
nautical miles to anchor at Ninian 
Bay on the mainland.  We finally 
put the anchor down around 1600 
making our average speed for the 
day around 6 knots. The smoke was 
prolific from fires the locals were 
burning but it didn’t produce the 
expected effect for sunset. 
Compared with Watsons Bay 
Lizard Island, Ninnian Bay was a 
bit swelly but not too bad for just an 
overnight stop. 

2

 3rd October 
2016  – Ninian 
Bay to Flinders 
Island Group. 
We had a later 
start this 
morning and 
the anchor was 
up at around 
0830. The total 
distance was 
around 35 
nautical miles 
and we got a 
nice brisk start 
with around 7 
knots with the 
main sail and 
the genoa for 
the first section 
up the coast. 
However, once 
we turned the 
corner around 
the first headland the wind dropped off and was from behind us, 
so the spinnaker went up and was up for the rest of the sail. We 
averaged around 5 knots but dropped it to motor down Owen 
Passage; the waterway between Flinders Island and Stanley 
Island. We anchored on the north west side of Flinders Island 
adjacent the spit with three other boats and dinner was on 
RooBinEsque (a Lagoon catamaran we have previously shared 
anchorages with, but until now not introduced ourselves). 

We stayed several days at the Flinders Group. We had always 
planned to stay a few days but a bit of a blow blew up and we 
hid from strong winds, heading the warnings until we thought it 
safe to leave. Whist here however we did a small amount of 
exploring; I would love to explore this area a bit more but the 
government is discouraging the curious; the reason given being 
the protection of cultural assets and artifacts. To a certain extent 
I agree with this.  

The Flinders Group 
Lizard Island to Flinders Island. 

Sailing toward the Flinders Group 
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Stanley Island 

1

4th October 2016. What a spiritual excursion this 
was. Stanley Island or Yindayin to the local 
Yiithuaurra Traditional Owners (4 language 
groups) has walking track access to aboriginal cave 
paintings that have been painted since the late 
1800s – during, as the interps boards indicate, a 
‘time of immense social change.’ Images range 
from sailing ships to dingos to crocodiles and other 
food sources. The track infrastructure was put in by 
the army and the island had an Australian Army 
presence in 1940’s during WW2 - when 
incidentally, the traditional owners were still living 
on the island. There are aboriginal paintings on at 
least two (and probably all) of the Flinders Group 
islands but Stanley Island is the only place the 
public is encouraged to access. Andrew and I 
walked this track separately. Depending on how 
you relate to aboriginal art and Country, it may be 
a journey you need to take alone. Like a lot of the 
places we have visited, a lot of the language and 
culture of the tribes that originally inhabited this 
place has been lost and a resting spot on the track 
commemorates some of the tribal members who 
fought to retain the traditions. The paintings are in 
reasonable nick, considering that none of them 
have been ‘touched up’ and the last paintings were 
done around the 1940’s.  

Our first little challenge was access. Whilst the 
official walking track starts off a beach facing north 
east on Stanley if you are coming from the opposite 
side of the island there is a small connecting track 
across to the beach at the isthmus, below the three 
peaked headland called Castle Peaks. RooBinEsque 
had warned us of the rock at the small landing 
beach and this we thought a perfect time to put into 
practice a new anchoring technique (idea thanks to 
Free Spirit). We anchored seaward of the rock in 
sand between the coral, and had a second anchor 
into the sand beach above the water line. A rope 
was set up in a pulley type configuration and this 
meant we could pull the tinnie in (or send it out) if 
need be. It worked well and as it was high tide 
didn’t get above the rock anyway. Tinnie settled 
and we headed across the island. Once the island is 
crossed you need to walk most the extent of the 
beach to the left before following the track into the 
dunes. This is uphill and I found it hard work. It 
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may have been the heat but I always find walking up 
sand hard. When you get to the bottom of the 
escarpment rocks you wind your way through 
sheltered overhanging shaded paths. There are small 
interpretation boards on the track across the island as 
well as those on the rock art wall. Some of these are 
in better nick than others and some faded so much 
you can’t actually read them (the signs for the 
interpretation of the art work are in the best 
condition).  

3

The day was hot; the country reminded me of the country 
that fringes Arhnem Land in the Northern Territory and 
specifically a short walk at the crossing to Arhnem Land 
on the East Alligator River near the Border Store. 

4

Sundowners in the 
evening was with 
RooBinEsque, 
Storm Dancer and 
Do It on the beach 
on Flinders Island. 
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KAPOK TREES 

My first recent exposure to kapok 
trees (I am sure I’ve heard of them in 
my dark distant past) was in Laos in 
2014 when we were taken to a small 
hillside village and shown how the 
villages process the kapok for clothing 
and mattresses. What a great idea, I 
thought. Environment friendly  -why 
cant we do that in our commercial 
global democracy. I didn’t expect to 
see kapok trees in Australia and for 
the past month I have become 
fascinated with them.  

The species of kapok on Stanley 
Island is Cochlospermum gillivraei; 
known as ‘Oorthun’ to the local 
aboriginal people who used it as 
bedding and lint for wounds. The 
roots to the seedlings were apparently 
eaten raw. Australia apparently has 
two types of kapok tree. There are 
several different species (and genus’) 
around the world. 

Waiting out the blow. 

5th October 2016. Last month it was carrots, today it was 
cabbages – well it was cabbages last night when I discovered 
the musty smell in the bilge, and we left them out overnight to 
dry out a bit. Today we had to work out what to do with 
them. The cabbages had survived the first round of mouldy 
vegetables; they were at the time wrapped up in paper and 
inside bags in the bilge. After our carrot episode in September 
we rearranged a few compartments and the cabbages and 
sweet potato went into the big blue esky (also sitting in the 
bilge). The problem clearly was the gap was not big enough to 
let enough moisture out. Both green cabbages survived minus 
a few outer leaves. The red cabbage was barely salvageable 
and we used what we could in a middle-eastern inspired 
cabbage salad for lunch (middle eastern spices, walnuts, figs 
and sultanas if you are wondering). 

Andrew made fly screens for our small portlights, put in the 
final rivets for the fuel tank box  (Project Lizard) and put a 
rubber stopper under our boarding ladder. I did some washing 
and brushed out the cat mat that was washed a week ago (it 
can now go back at the end of the bed in Cabin Two and hope 
that Cilla doesn’t throw up on it again). 

6th October 2016. It was a very windy day, so a day of not 
much activity. We read a lot, I made muffins, did a rust run, 
and read a bit more. We had an afternoon visit by the fairer 
halves of RooBinEsque and Storm Dancer and Sundowners was 
on Sengo (RooBinEsque, Storm Dancer, Do It). 

7th October 2016. A Celebration. Dinner consisted of a bottle 
of 1995 Fairfield Vineyard Homeleigh Estate Shiraz and two 
blocks of chocolate; breakfast and lunch had been substantial 
(spam omelet and then sausages and vegies) so a light dinner 
was in the offing anyway. Today, 21 years ago (in 1995) 
Andrew and I had met at a Rotaract ‘Red Rubber Ball’. The 
theme had been ‘Under the Sea’. Who would have thought 
that 21 years later we would have been celebrating our 
relationship ‘On Top of the Sea.’ We opened the bottle as the 
sun went down and stayed outside until the stars were starting 
to become prominent. 

The wine, appropriately dated 1995 was always going to be a 
risk. It hasn’t exactly been stored in the most appropriate spot 
for the past two years. We bought it at Fairfield Estate near 
Rutherglen in Victoria; the winery had closed down, the grand 
old house was open to the pubic for the last time and the new 
owners were not going to share the building. I have to say it 
was an exceptionally good wine; and then we put it through 
the Vinturi and it was even better! 
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8th October 2016. In 1899 the HMS Dart, a naval survey ship, left 
its mark on a large rock on the Flinders Island shore. Subsequent 
travellers have also left their mark, contrasting the carved ‘HMS 
Dart 1899’ to the painting of individual names. The carving we 
think of as historical; the names we think of as graffiti. A small 
panel near a patch of pandanus trees near the spit says the walk to 
the rock inscription incorporates aboriginal water holes. There is 
no diagram of the walk and we didn’t see any water holes – or 
perhaps we weren’t looking for them.  

9th October 2016. The wind hadn’t quite died down enough to 
move anchorages, and besides, I wanted to explore Flinders Island 
a bit more. We tinnied across to the campground (just over a 
nautical mile away) and had a quick look at the camp shelter there. 
The shelter covers one picnic table (although at one stage it looks 
like there may have been a second) and holds two water tanks – the 
water is collected from the shelter roof. A bush toilet is there – of a 
composting nature but clearly is more than just a drop toilet, 
except that the ‘flushing’ mechanism is no longer working. A short 
walk from behind the toilet toward the entrance of Owen Channel 
takes you past a natural well. We took a stroll around the waterline 
around to where we could feel the wind on our faces from the 
Coral Sea; it was still far too strong to consider moving.  There are 
a couple of interps boards at the shelter, indicating that the only 
formal track on the islands at the moment is the one to the caves 
on Stanley Island and this is where I read that exploring really isn’t 

encouraged in order to 
preserve many cultural 
significant and sacred 
sites. Above the picnic 
shelter is a small rocky 

hill and apparently 
there is another interps 
board half way up this 
as well. We didn’t 
explore the hill; we 
wandered briefly 
around the uninspiring 

camp ground (no 
shelter except if you wedge yourself under the edge of the 
mangroves and with crocs in the area I am not sure that is a 
good idea) and then popped on board Odevie, a monohull 
anchored adjacent the campground, on the way back. We 
had a great time here (and they gave us some great info for 
cruising north) and three and a half hours later we left, 
finally getting back to Sengo for a 1430 lunch. 

Flinders Island 

This shell is a beautiful specimen. If it hadn’t been 
on a National Park I would have collected it! 

Carved HMS  Dart 1899 inscription 

A bush break. We came back to the 
tinnie cross country. 

Looking across to Stanley Island 

Looking across to Stanley Island 

Looking across to Denham Island 
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10th October 2016. The first comment Andrew had this morning 
after we put the sails up was that we were ‘going nowhere fast’. 
We waited until the weather forecast had indicated an easing in 
conditions – whist we had access to Predict Wind via satelite we 
hadn’t checked it in a couple of days and instead listened to other 
sailors who reported the forecast from BOM Lite.  

The three other boats in our anchorage (RooBinEsque, Storm 
Dancer and Do It) were heading south-east and headed off before 
0800. We on the other hand were heading south-west and as our 
intention was to go into the Bizant Rivers flowing into Princess 
Charlotte Bay we needed to wait for a rising tide in order to get 
in over the bar to the river entrance. Low tide was at 1115 and 
we had 20 nautical miles to travel; a departure time of 0900 or 
1000 should do nicely. 

Fortunately, very shortly after Andrew’s exclamation of lack of 
speed we came out of the lee of Flinders and Denham Islands. 
The wind picked up, the waves picked up (probably much to the 
cats’ disgust and I was hoping they were wedged somewhere 
comfortable) and we ended up with a beautiful sail on a beam 
(90 degree) reach. We only put the genoa (head sail) up and 
having lifted the anchor up at around 1000 we settled into the 
middle of the Bizant River at 1430 (it was a very slow motor 
across the bar). The final part of the sail was quite pleasant; a 
smooth 5 knots across the bottom of the bay (which is more than 
I can say for the other three that left the anchorage this morning. 
Overhearing them on the radio indicated they were getting over 
45 knots near the Cape Melville and at least two of them turned 
around to retreat to the anchorage to try again on the morrow). 

Princess Charlotte Bay 

2

 I spent the afternoon trying to 
finish off September’s Aboard 
Sengo newsletter (even though I 
didn’t know when I was going to 
get a chance to publish it) and 
Andrew spent some time setting up 
the fishing rods for tomorrow’s 
outing. 

Lakefield National Park 
Lakefield (Rinyirru) National Park 
was declared in 1978 and 
comprises the old Lakefield and 
Laura Cattle Stations. The total 
area is 5370 square kilometers and 
the vegetation type is 
predominantly open woodland 
and grassland plains, with wetland 
areas and mudflats, and some 
escarpment in the south. There is a 
fantastic area of grassland with 
termite mounds that has to be seen 
to be believed but this is far inland 
and we drove through it in 2012 
(Nifold Plain). Both fresh water 
and estuarine (saltwater) 
crocodiles inhabit the waterways. 
The Bizant River is wholly 
contained within the park, the 
other major river systems, 
Normanby, North Kennedy and 
Marrett all have arms that extend 
beyond park boundaries. Lakefield 
is remote as far as access is 
concerned but there are many 
camping spots available (internet 
booking). Lakefield is known for 
its bird watching, croc spotting 
and fishing. The topography of the 
majority of Princess Charlotte Bay 
is surprisingly flat (excluding the 
headlands) with only Jane Table 
Hill and Jeanette Hill sticking up 
between the Normanby and Bizant 
Rivers. There was no chance to get 
a photo of this, by the time we 
sailed into the area the haze (trade 
wind or smoke) was too great for 
the camera to be able to focus on 
anything. 

Sengo in the Bizant River 
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Last month we saw a total of four crocodiles. Today we saw that 
number in one day. 

11th October 2016. Day 1 – Bizant River. The plan was to head off 
fishing up the branch we were anchored next to in the morning, 
come back to Sengo for lunch and then head up the Bizant River 
proper after lunch. It all started out as planned. A few fish jumps 
kept us busy by the edges and we were successful; hooking trees, 
snags and spider webs. But no fish. One particular pescatoria had 
the cheek to swim under us just as we unhooked a lure from a 
piece of vegetation above him but he wasn’t decent enough to let 
us catch him. We got back to Sengo before 1200. It was hot, and 
although we were mainly covered up, it was exhausting. By the 
time we had lunch and a rest it was around 1500 and we headed 
back out for round two.  

In this area, we have noticed (and since officially read) the 
mornings can be quite pleasant but the wind starts to pick up 
around lunchtime. And it did. Before we left it was hitting around 
15 knots and we didn’t get far on our afternoon outing; with a wall 
of whitecaps coming towards us we decided to make it a day. The 
current is exceedingly fast around here and we were drenched 
trying to get back aboard Sengo. We had noted we hadn’t seen 
any crocodiles and repeated the addage – ‘No crocs, No barra’. 
(We did however see a big orange jelly fish; a species we first 
noticed at Pittwater north of Sydney. They are an invasive 
overseas variety and probably not a good sign for the health of the 
river). 

12th October 2016. Day 2 – Bizant River. This morning, in its calm 
glory we decided to have a second go at the Bizant River proper 
and headed out around 0730. The fishing this day looked more 
promising, there were more big splashes by the side of the banks 
and we made an extra effort around the entrances to small streams 
and rivulets. One in particular looked particularly inviting and 
after failing to hook the fish teasing us at its entrance we headed 
up along it. We went for a fair way. It wasn’t that wide but wide 
enough to throw a line from the boat and troll in the odd patch. 
Further towards our turning point there were more and more 
snags in the water; good for barra – or just about anything else. 
The one constant was mudskippers and these were seen at regular 
intervals, mainly in the water. Small crabs with large cream and 
orange claws lined the drying banks but they scampered down 
holes if we got too close. Being a much narrower tributary, we 
were more croc aware but were pleased by mostly steep banks; the 
terrain of which crocodiles would probably struggle with. Because 
we were near low tide when we turned around we allowed the 
current to take us back downstream, saving fuel and it was lovely 
and quiet. A cheeky barra jumped next to the boat and showed us 

Barras in Bizant 

2

(in indifference) his back. He was 
however fickle enough not to take 
the lure thrown at him. Drifting 
down quietly took less time than 
we expected and we would have 
drifted right back out into the 
main river without putting the 
engine on had Andrew not 
spotted a blockage. We have 
changed the motto – where there 
is barra there is croc. He was big 
and he was blocking the middle 
half of our exit. He was 
swimming downstream painfully 
slowly, and I was worried we 
were going to go over him. He 
finally slid under the water just at 
the exit of the tributary and we 
were probably still going over the 
top of his tail as we exited. It was 
home to Sengo for lunch and a 
break and the repeated ‘wow’s’ of 
‘he was big’. 

After lunch we headed back to 
the tributary that we had explored 
yesterday. After a short time of 
casting lures (and catching trees) 
we decided to troll for the rest of 

the afternoon. Andrew did lose a 
lure on a snag under the water 
(we weren’t sticking our hands in 
the murk to try and retrieve it as 
by this time we had seen three 
more crocodiles ranging up to 2.5 
meters) but not before he had 
caught two fish. The jaw fish was 
way too small – and too ugly to 
eat, but the Mangrove Jack for 
dinner was delicious. So ‘Barras 
in the Bizant’. They are there – 
we just didn’t catch any. 

You probably can’t see it but there 
is a croc here, with his back just 
showing above the waterk 
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Bizant River to Lockhart River 
13th October 2016. Bizant River to Morris Island – 55 nautical 
miles. We had a lovely six-hour sail today, wedged in between 
two stints of motor-sailing; the first three hours because there was 
not enough wind, and the last one-and-a-half hours because the 
wind was dying off and we were not going to make the anchorage 
before dark. Of course it didn’t help that we had lifted the anchor 
around an hour later than we had planned in the first place. As far 
as sails go it was a lovely day, smooth, at times fast; pleasant 
enough that the cats were asking for food in the middle of the day 
and not throwing it up. The casualty of the day was a lure. As we 
were trolling there were a couple of fast hits, but no catches,  the 
culprit not only shredding the tracer to the lure Andrew was using 
(it wasn’t wire) but also managing to commandeer the hook at the 
point of the crimp. The tracer came back, as well as the lure, the 
hook was however nowhere to be seen.  

 The anchorage at Morris Island is protected either by the island 
itself or its northerly reef, depending on the angle of the wind. The 
view back west is of the mountainous coastline and we did have 
the anchor down in time to enjoy a drink as the sun went down.  

Morris Island is small, and is home to a good many nesting birds. 
Whist the noise was not as bad as Michaelmas Cay (see Aboard 
Sengo August 2016), it was certainly noticed. The smell was 
slightly comparable as well. 

1

14th October 2016. Morris Island to Lockhart River - 55 
nautical miles. I missed the sunrise. It wasn’t that I wasn’t up 
early enough; it was just that I was in the middle of pulling the 
anchor up when I found the single piece to the bridle had 
somehow become wrapped around the chain – about five 
times! The only way we could work out how to fix this was 
drop the bridle altogether, but we had to do this from just 
under the anchor locker so it involved a bit of maneuvering 
with an outstretched arm through a small space around the 
anchor chain (with a frisky wind that had the boat jumping 
around in all directions). The bridle was finally sorted into 

2

place but then the anchor windlass 
(winch) let go, so I had to tighten 
that up before I could pull the 
anchor completely up. Excitement 
over and we had a beautiful sail.  
From a 10-15 knot predicted wind 
we sailed to a 60-degree wind angle 
of less than 10 knots for most of 
the day. I did see the true wind 
speed clock to 11 and 12 knots but 
that was but for a brief moment. 

The anchorage in Lockhart River is 
accessed by a long sail across 
Lloyd Bay (6 nautical miles) and 
we managed to sail all the way to 
close to the river’s western 
entrance. Our aim was to anchor in 
this spot for a night and move into 
the river proper should we wish the 
next day. The tide wasn’t high 
enough for access over the 
secondary river entrance just to the 
east, and the bottom of the all 
weather entrance where we were 
didn’t seem deep enough for us to 
get through (although we found 
out later we were probably just 
over a sand bank). Moving back 
out into the bay a few hundred 
meters we tried to put our anchor 
down, and it didn’t take. And then 
we tried to put our anchor down 
again, and it didn’t take. And after 
three attempts we were getting 
pretty frustrated. Andrew adjusted 
the screw on the top of the 
anchor’s shaft but that didn’t seem 
to make any difference. We were 
getting tired – and couldn’t 
understand why we weren’t 
holding. As it turned out we foofed 
around long enough for the tide to 
rise adequately to get us over the 
bar to the second river entrance 
and we ended up entering the river 
anyway. It was 1755 when we 
finally set the anchor. It had been a 
long twelve-hour day. 

Sunset over the mainland from Morris Is. 
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15th October 2016. There was 
nothing remarkable about this 
day except that I did a few 
loads of washing, Andrew fixed 
a leaking shower hose and I 
made muffins to take to drinks 
on Ha Tema (we had consumed 
the last of the dip the night 
before). 

16th October 2016. A full moon. 
I continued with a couple of 
loads of washing this morning, 
Andrew double-checked his 
handy work of the day before 
had taken and then we went 
fishing. The Lockhart River at 
this end is a wide expanse of 
waterway lined with forests 
(and islands) of mangroves. 
They are the tallest mangroves 

Lockhart River 

4

I’ve ever seen; acres of 
them - water flowing 
through primordial 
looking forests of ancient 
looking trees. We trolled 
for fish; ascertaining this 
might be more efficient 
than picking a spot and 
attacking it, the fish had 
so much more space to 
hide here. If we had had 
an electric motor the bird 
watching would have 
been superb; they flitted 
and sung throughout the 
vegetation although the 
dominant species seen 
were whimbrels and 
eastern curlews, birds we 
would associate more 
with sand banks and flats 

5

than mangrove forests. There were also 
colonies of flying foxes (species 
unknown) on the mangrove’s edge. We 
caught three trevally, two of which we 
had to send back because they were 
undersized, a tree and a snag. As it 
turned out we needn’t have gone 
fishing at all. A couple from the boat 
anchored down river from us had gone 
fishing, gaining two trevallies and a 
mangrove jack and they offered us one 
of these. We were however in the 
middle of cooking ours for lunch and 
politely declined. It was delicious. The 
afternoon was spent doing a bit of a 
tidy up (Ha Tema was coming over for 
sundowners) and packing up for our 
continued trip north in the morning. 

Lockhart River mangroves 
Lockhart River 
mangroves Lockhart River  trolling
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17th October 2016. Portland Roads. Portland Roads is a small 
(very small) community a couple of nautical miles north of Cape 
Weymouth. It is extremely isolated, being at the end of a very 
long road. We have been here before, in 2012 on our way to 
Cape York by 4WD. We were staying at Chili Beach camping 
ground for a few days (approximately 11 kilometers to the south) 
and we drove to the end of the road to check this little 
community out. According to Alan Lucas’ Cruising the Coral 
Coast there is a small store here, but we didn’t see it. What we 
did find was the restaurant/café; a very casual affair with tables 
on the proprietor’s front porch. The food was casual but good 
and we ended up spending the early afternoon with fellow 
diners, a couple from Great Barrier Island in the Harukai Gulf 
near Auckland, New Zealand. I remember it was from this 
verandah/balcony that I saw my first white morph grey 
goshawk. It was a great day. I also remember that the next day 
was on and off rain and I suggested to Andrew we go back to 
Portland Roads for lunch again to give us something to do – 
rather than sit in a wet tent all day. We arrived at 1215. The note 
on the door said ‘Gone Fishing’, and then we literally saw the 
proprietor head out in his tinnie (into the bay). Clearly no one 
had been there at the lunch hour of 1200 and he had made 
alternate arrangements. 

Today our initial plan was not to stop into Portland Roads and 
head straight for Margaret Bay (Cape Grenville), but as that was 
a 55 nautical mile trip and we had to wait for high tide before we 
could get out of the Lockhart River, we were unlikely to make it 
before dark. So the decision was made to stop at Portland Roads 
for an interim. As high tide was at around 1000 and it was a 
spring tide we thought a departure of 0830 would do nicely. My 
hopes went up. With this start and only 17 nm to Portland Roads 
we would, by rights, be there by lunchtime. We could shout 
ourselves a meal out – if the proprietor hadn’t gone fishing of 
course. The smooth planning wasn’t to be however and the day 
ended up as a series of frustrations. The first challenge was to get 
hold of our bank. Although we had come back into signal range, 
it wasn’t strong and the verification process for an internet 
money transfer that I’d initiated the night before hadn’t worked. 
It didn’t work the second time. Or the third so by the fourth time 
I tried, I found I had locked myself out of my own bank account. 
Of course to get back in you have to speak to a bank employee 
and for that I had to wait until 0800 this morning….did I 
mention we had poor connection. On both the first and second 
phone call to the bank I lost connection as soon as I explained 
that I was in a bad reception area. Time for plan B. I went to the 
highest point possible (without climbing the mast) turned my 

Lockhart River to Escape River 
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back to the wind, willed the boat to 
stay in as close to the one spot as 
possible and got through. Bank 
account reinvigorated, I now had 
to complete the transaction and 
hope it would work this time. 
Thankfully it did and first hurdle 
was over. It was now 0830 and we 
still had some packing up to do. 
Whist there were no hitches with 
the anchor as such, the chain was 
covered in muck and I was 
spraying every inch with water to 
clean it on the way up. The anchor 
was up at 0900. So far we are only 
half an hour behind schedule. 
Whist we had a bit of shelter I 
suggested to Andrew that we raise 
the main sail before we head out of 
the river into Lloyd Bay. This 
seemed a good idea and was 
probably prudent as the next thing 
we know there is a loud ‘thwang’ 
(thankfully it wasn’t a loud ‘bang’) 
and the sail, having been three 
quarters of the way up, dropped a 
coupe of meters back down the 
mast. Andrew’s first thought was 
that he was going to have to go up 
the Bosuns chair – oh great – with 
or without putting the anchor back 
down – or do I just keep circling 
near the mouth of the river. As it 
tuned out it wasn’t that bad. The 
temporary fix for our sail eighteen 
months ago was attached to a strop 
sewn onto the top of the sail. This 
sewing had given way and the 
dynema line we had tied to it had 

Sunset Portland Roads 
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caught and probably saved us a lot of work. So whist I was doing 
circles at the end of the river, Andrew was working out how to 
reattach the dynema so we could still use our sail. Second 
frustration sorted and eventually we left the mouth of the river at 
0950 sailing at 7 knots (we got up to 9.3 during the journey). We 
arrived at Portland Roads around 1300 and we were looking 
forward to a relaxing afternoon. Third frustration; anchoring. 
My first attempt went nowhere. The anchor contorted itself 
around the bride (I have no idea how this happened) and the 
blades on the points of the anchor where encircled with rope. So 
whist Andrew was now doing circles, I was dealing with the 
swell (all references to this anchorage refer to the swell) and 
working out how to untangle the mess. The second attempt 
didn’t take. The third attempt didn’t take and the anchor came 
up backwards. It was only on the fourth attempt that the anchor 
held; further north and east than we would have preferred but at 
least we weren’t moving. Time for lunch! Now at 1400 it was too 
late to unpack the tinnie to get to shore (we were a fair way out) 
particularly if the eatery wasn’t open. A pasta salad was easy 
(including lettuce from our garden) and we were happy for the 
rest. As I had threatened muffins I made a chocolate batch and 
we waited for them to come out of the oven. At about the time 
they should be ready I thought it strange that I couldn’t smell 
that ‘cooked baked chocolate muffin smell’. I checked the oven. 
The mixture was still runny. Fourth frustration; we had run out 
of gas; fortunately only in one tank. The tanks were swapped 
over, the muffins cooked and finally consumed with a cuppa.  

The birdsong from the shore was lovely this afternoon and the 
area is known as one of the richest areas for birds in the country. 
The Iron Range National Park (surrounds Portland Roads) is a 
remnant of lowland rainforest and hosts many exotic migratory 
birds, including the rifle bird which I was so disappointed not to 
have seen last time I was here. Our attempt at a walk last time 
we were here was thwarted as the Old Coen track was crossed by 
a muddy wide creek with no bridge. As there was an active salt 
water crocodile in the area we were not going to wade through it 
(it would have been more than waist deep at the time anyway). I 
see in the current tourist brochures they are advertising the track 
so I assume they have put a bridge in. I also assume they have 
cleaned up the track as there was a patch full of stinging plants 
(can hospitalise you) at the southern end. The walk we will have 
to wait until we get back by 4WD sometime. The restaurant will 
have to wait until our next sail past. 

41

18th October 2016 . Portland Roads to Margaret Bay. A lovely 
sail today, averaging 8 knots and nowhere near as rolly as 
yesterday. It was that comfortable that Cilla spent the entire 
journey on the seats in the front cockpit. There was the threat of 
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a bit of zig -zagging with the wind 
being fickle to start with but in the 
end we managed the journey with 
minimum directional changes, and 
only one real gybe at the end to 
enter the bay (although there was 
one occasion where we were not 
sure of whether we would get by a 
cargo ship unscathed but managed 
to turn off course and not hit a reef). 
The coast was more rugged than I 
expected and whilst clearly we have 
been to Iron Range National Park, I 
wasn’t exactly expecting mountains 
along the shore. Typical Cape York 
Peninsula landscape is scrappy 
vegetation in typically dry, sandy 
surrounds. However by the time we 
got to Cape Grenville (Margaret 
Bay) the mountains had 
disappeared and lowland hills and 
dunes looked quite plain. We 
arrived earlier than expected into 
our anchorage but rather than 
explore, I had work to do (or rather 
I was in the mood to do some 
cleaning so went with the flow); 
wiping down the inside of some of 
the mesh covers (soot is very black 
stuff!!), conditioning the helm seat, 
and a load of towel washing as Cilla 
managed to chuck a fur ball on the 
journey. Unfortunately she only got 
half of it on the towel so I really 
need to scrub the cushions as well. 
That however is a job for a longer 
stop.  Another boat joined us in the 
anchorage; we were expecting to be 
the only one. We didn’t see them 
arrive and the thought at the time is 
they are probably heading south. 

Sunset Margaret Bay 
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19th October 2016.   
Margaret Bay to Escape 
River. It was around 0700 
when we lifted the anchor  
(after an absolutely 
magnificent sunrise (see 
photo)) and the wind 
outside the protection of 
the bay was good enough 
for a 7 knot start (the other 
boat had left an hour earlier, was still within the bay and doing 
3.9 knots into the wind). The ride was generally comfortable, 
the rum lines for the trip on the chart at respectable angles 
(changing direction only to pass groups of reefs) and our only 
real issue was the last leg. The wind had started to pick up 
(reading around 20 knots true wind speed) but the wind was 
from directly behind us. If the wind had been slight we would 
have had the spinnaker up but it wasn’t and the headsail 
(genoa) isn’t designed for that wind angle. In the end we furled 
the headsail in and sailed with just the main up, opening it up 
to a wide angle to catch as much wind as possible. We were still 
doing 9 knots (with a couple of larger numbers as we surfed 
down waves). We sailed into the river mouth at Escape River 
and headed upstream past the pearl rafts to the second 
suggested anchorage in Alan Lucas’s Cruising the Coral Coast. 

The river here is very wide, wider than our Lockhart River 
anchorage and about double the width of the Bizant. If you 
look downstream from our anchorage you can see where the 
river splits to go the sea, around Turtle Head Island. If you look 
upstream, you can see anther split; to the left the true river, to 
the right a very large arm. 

The sail was generally bereft of wildlife, and of the few birds we 
saw, the majority were noddy terns. The majestic mountains 
had well and truly gone by Cape Grenville and the coast for 
today’s sail consisted of mid-sized vegetated dunes. A few 
islands were passed, some with lighthouses. 

Escaping to Escape River 

1

20th October 2016. Exploring. The last time we had seen rain of 
any note was in Cairns in September, and whilst I wouldn’t 
exactly call today’s rain notable it was at least a shower, more 
than the three or four minutes of drizzle that had fallen in 
Lockhart River. Unfortunately it was a bit too early. I had spent 
some time a coup looking e of days ago with a sponge and water 
wiping down the inside of the mesh covers on the front and back 
cockpits. It is scary how much dust and dirt settles on the 
material, not to mention the ash from the fires that have been 

Escape River 

Escape River 

Escape River – whilst Andrew is choosing a lure 
– we are getting mobbed by sandflies 
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burning up and down the coast – 
black, obsidian-coloured muck. 
Unfortunately, I hadn’t yet got to the 
outside - and the rain so lovingly 
washed all that was on the outside 
through to the inside and it drained 
down on to the fiber-glass surface. 
Next time I’ll work from the outside 
in!  

Whilst the morning had been 
relatively calm the wind decided to 
pick up a bit in the afternoon but that 
didn’t stop us going out. I was keen 
just for a bit of an explore, Andrew 
wanted to go fishing but it didn’t 
matter which activity we were 

Sunrise at Margaret Bay 
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21st October 2016. After dark 
effort It seemed hotter today, and 
windier- as predicted- but I didn’t 
have the mind to do anything 
much. I really wanted to clean the 
front cockpit but all I could 
manage was a batch of muffins. 
And bit of afternoon fishing. 

In 2012 Andrew and I took a 
fishing charter at Karumba at the 
base of the Gulf of Carpentaria. 
The most memorable thing about it 
was that I caught two Queenfish. 
At the time I was unfit, my back 
was sore, my arms were killing me 
and there was a lot of grunting 
(from me). In both cases the fight 
took around ten or so minutes 
(long enough for me at the time) 
and both fish were brought on 
board and released). Today, I had 
a similar experience. Thankfully 
my back is stronger and I am fitter 
and whist my right arm was getting 
tired, I was able to give it a rest 
occasionally by holding on to the 
rod by wedging it between my left 
arm and my body. I was using a 
rod set up for Andrew so it was left 
handed, and probably just as well 
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as the right hand did all the work 
holding it and pulling it back. 
We had been fishing since mid 
afternoon. Our tally until the sun 
went down was two sweetlips 
(one legal, the other thrown 
back), a jaw fish (released), one 
unidentified heavy fish (ominous 
in its steady pull and Andrew 
was struggling to bring it in but it 
ended up breaking the line), and 
one rather unhappy moray 
looking eel, who arrived twisting 
and twirling itself into a fluid 
ball and for a while we couldn’t 
work out just what it was. We 
were about to haul it into a 
bucket when it suddenly dropped 
off the line. I don’t know how it 
did it but the line was full of 
knots – there were knots on 
knots  - it was just crazy.  

Getting close to dark, Andrew 
went inside to start dinner – 
sausages as we had put the 
sweetlip in the fridge for the next 
day’s dinner. And then I got 
hooked. This guy (or gal) was 
big, persistent and didn’t have 
the jumpy fight of a game fish – This Tawny Shark put up an hour-long 
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just a constant attempt at 
pulling away from me. After 
about five minutes Andrew 
stated he thought I might have 
hooked myself a medium sized 
shark. It took an hour to reel 
the five plus foot Tawny Shark 
in (a guess at its size as I 
wasn’t going to get too close to 
measure it) and of course we 
didn’t actually see it until the 
last few minutes.  Just as we 
were getting close enough to 
cut the line, the line came off 
itself. That is one tough 
fish…and it probably wasn’t 
even totally exhausted. I, on 
the other hand, needed a 
drink! 

3

aiming for and we headed upstream. 
Unfortunately, the wind was blowing from that 
direction and we found ourselves bumping 
around over swell and waves that just shouldn’t 
have been there. Very uncomfortably we turned 
around, got wet with spray and were heading 
back to Sengo when the inlet to our north looked 
a little more calm and promising. I was assuming 
it wasn’t very long. I was wrong and a couple of 
hours later we re-emerged. The ‘success’ of our 
troll however was two jaw fish (small, and 
released) and the memory of a thousand biting 
sandflies when we thought we would shelter in a 
small inlet out of the wind to change lures. (we 
won’t do that again!). We finished the afternoon 
off by casting drift fishing in the inlet closer to the 
mouth than us, the fish were jumping and not 
biting and the activity abandoned when my line 
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went haywire. Thankfully we had thawed 
sausages for dinner – there would be no fish feast 
this night. After dinner, in the dark, we thought 
we would try bait fishing. The mackerel tuna we 
had caught several days ago was relished by the 
local fish, who were making plenty of noise but 
weren’t playing ball. There was a snag somewhere 
near the back of our boat and we both managed to 
catch it, but thankfully got the hook off in one 
piece. One small fingermark was our only catch 
and he was duly released. 

The mangroves here are very thick and like 
Lockhart River at most places we passed all you 
can see is more water and trees. We did however 
go past one area with hills and banks and 
associated riparian vegetation. 
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22nd  October 2016. Not much happened today except 
a late foray into fishing. The aim was of course to 
catch another sweetlip but this was to no avail and so 
we shared the baked fish caught yesterday as much as 
we could; bones over proportionate for the fish and 
hard to tackle the way we had cooked it. One each 
would have been better. I got more fishing than 
Andrew as he was relegated to putting lures on rods, 
and re-putting lures on rods after substantial bites had 
taken both the lure and trace (wire) of both rods. The 
tally (not taken) was a fingermark, and a blue 
swimmer crab. 

1

23rd October 2016. Things always come to a ‘head’. 
We awoke to a delightfully calm waterway; it was like 
glass. What a perfect time, minus the sandflies, to go 
fishing. Our first foray up an opposite arm was 
delightful, despite only one ‘leopard jaw fish’ caught 
(boy they are ugly little creatures) 
and we turned around when we got 
to a quiet little junction. As nice as 
this was we thought the potential of 
getting stuck up here on a dropping 
tide really didn’t rate thinking about 
and so we headed out, over the   
arm’s ‘bar’ and into the main river. 
A bit of casting in the arm 
downstream from us nearly had us 
lunch (a couple of unidentified but 
definitely large enough fish took the bait, and then let it 
go) and a troll back on the northern side near the sand 
banks got nothing. A final half an hour casting from 
the tinnie at the shoreline adjacent where we were 
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anchored still got us nothing and we headed 
back to Sengo for lunch. We left the tinnie in 
the water for a potential afternoon excursion.  

We had been alone at this anchorage for the 
previous four nights (there was one 
commercial looking vessel further upstream 
but the weather was not conducive to saying 
hello when we passed on Thursday and the 
pearl farm was just that bit too far away to 
easily visit), and just after lunch another 
catamaran came in and anchored within site 
of us just upstream. Terrific, I thought; 
company. We will go and say hello after we 
get a few little jobs done – perhaps during our 
second fishing stint. Well, I only managed to 
get the side windows cleaned. The throw rug 
(that had been soaking for a couple of days) 
didn’t get washed and what really held us up 
was the head (toilet). There is nothing quite 
like cleaning the blocked outlet pipe. It is not 
pretty. First disconnect the cable, (an item 
with potential nasties (scale derived from the 
reaction of urine and sea water) at both 
ends), then get the pipe out without spilling it 
anywhere, and then clean it. A rubber mallet 
helps and Andrew told me I couldn’t break 
anything. After you think the hose is clean 
you have to reconnect it, placing it back in all 
the inconvenient and hard to get at nooks 
and crannies that it was extracted from and 
hope there are no leaks. We finished the 
cleaning of the hose at 1445. That still gave 
us plenty of time to put the hose pipe back, 
clean up and go ‘a visiting’. You would 
think. First there was one leak at one end and 
then another leak at the other end, so much 
so in this case we had to take the hose back 
off again and reconnect. We then discover 
there is a split right in the middle, underneath 
the floor near the bilge. That wasn’t there 
before, so so much for not being able to break 
anything. Some magic tape (self 
amalgamating tape) and three contorted tries 
at patching it up later and Andrew declares it 
is done. It was now 1745, we were hot, 
exhausted and the sun was going down. We 
had just about enough energy for a shower 
but it was definitely too late to go ‘a visiting’.  

Sunset from our Escape River anchorage 

Jaw fish 
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24th October 2016. Escape 
River to Albany Passage to 
Cape York anchorage. It was 
always going to be an early 
morning – I just wasn’t 
expecting 0130. The alarm was set for 0500 - unfortunately I woke 
up 3.5 hours earlier. My skin was itching and whist my initial 
reasoning of ‘I have been eating badly and it is my normal auto-
immune reaction’ was valid, I suddenly realised there was 
something more. Somewhere a few midges had got in and they 
were having a feast! I covered myself with a sheet and tried to 
ignore them. It didn’t work and I headed for the bathroom for 
some chemical relief. Unfortunately, Cilla had moved to the 
passageway floor during the night and I couldn’t see her so I 
managed to kick the poor girl on the way through. This woke her 
up (obviously and she wasn’t impressed) but it also woke Andrew 
up who now discovered he had been bitten as well. Covered in 
white muck (stingoes) I eventually got back to sleep. We got up 
ten minutes after the alarm went off and found we weren’t the 
only ones up. The catamaran we had not managed to catch up 
with the night before actually ended up leaving around 40 minutes 
earlier than us but they were heading south – boy were they going 
to have fun. The predicted winds were 15 – 20 knots south-east 
and whist the wind strength wasn’t quite that for most of our trip I 
wasn’t taking any chances. Andrew really wanted to put the 
spinnaker up – the wind strength was around 10 knots but I knew 
I wouldn’t handle it well when the wind change came in. As a 
result the wind was directly behind us as we sailed through the 
Albany Passage and we had to furl the head sail in as all it was 
doing was flapping around. Fortunately we didn’t lose any speed 
(we actually gained 4 knots) and we sailed through the passage at 
around 8 knots. 

The Albany Passage runs between Albany Island and the 
mainland, the most well known section of which is Somerset 
Beach. Somerset was proclaimed in 1864 as both an isolated 
trading post and a refuge for shipwrecked sailors. 
Originally stipulated for Albany Island, the government 
magistrate, Jardine, moved the location to the mainland 
across the Passage. Prefabricated buildings for the town 
were set up by the marines. To cut a long story short 
(and completely ignoring the Jardine family saga) links 
to the settlement were never made (the railway line was 
never built) there was constant conflict with the local 
indigenous population, and in 1877, the settlement was 
moved to Thursday Island. We have been here before, 
by 4WD, visited the beach, the Japanese Princess’ grave 
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(we didn’t get to walk around to the 
rock paintings as you needed low 
tide to get there) and then wandered 
over the old site of the Jardine 
family home. It was an ill-fated set 
up, isolated in hostile country. Last 
time we were here we headed from 
here to Fly Point (the first point we 
sailed past when we entered Albany 
Passage) where Andrew lost the 
barramundi lure I’d given him for 
his birthday (snagged it on a reef just 
under the water and we weren’t 
going in for it) and noted the trawler 
motoring through at the time was 
called Ocean Thief. How 
appropriate I thought! We then 
continued our day with a 6 
kilometre 4wd track south via the 
beach.  

Today however we reveled in the 
silence. Upon entering the Passage 
all noise seem to stop.  We had, of 
course, timed the tide to the current 
but we couldn’t hear the wind at all. 
It was almost surreal. To get to the 
anchorage at Cape York, you could 
shoot the gap between the tip and 
York Island or be a bit more prudent 
like we did and go around both 
Eborac and York Island instead. Just 
as we were doing this the wind 
suddenly picked up. 10 knots was 
suddenly at least 15, the waves got a 
bit rockier and we were pleased 
when we got the anchor down. The 
anchorage is a little rolly but the 
view is lovely and the sunset was 
great.  

Sunset from our Cape York anchorage 

Cape York 

Leaving Escape River 
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25th October 2016.   Walking to the Tip. The top (?) of the 
country! (on a north facing global map anyway, some might argue 
the top of the country is actually Mount Kosciuszko).  We waited 
until half way through the rising tide (there was going to be a two 
meter rise with a very flat beach) and motored our way across to 
shore, employing the pulley anchoring method so we could 
retrieve our tinnie later without wading too much into croc 
territory. We found a 4WD already at the car park and a quick 
glance and greeting seemed to indicate they were having a cuppa. I 
am not sure but at that time in the morning, they could have 
actually stayed overnight. I remember the last time I walked the 
track to the sign at the tip of Australia; it was hotter (it was later in 
the morning) and I was puffed quite early. I must have been really 
unfit at the time because I didn’t get puffed at all this time.  We 
read the direction cairn on the side of the hill and a Least Frigate 
bird (white throat) soared overhead. I remember the sign being 
taller last time (see photos). Are we sinking?. The walk back to the 
car park seemed quicker, the frigate bird hassled a tern for its 
breakfast and I went off to photograph a termite mound, 
wondering at the site of an unmolested dead rat on the way. The 
boardwalk at the car park has a sign telling you not to use it, it is 
not safe; which is a pity because I think it was like this last time. It 
would have been a great little sheltered track to watch birds. I was 
going to stop and have a chat to the 4Wdrivers but they headed 
out just as we stepped off the track and we made our way back, in 
increasing wind and waves to Sengo, and Andrew got drenched 
with two unwelcome and unexpected waves just before he got out 
of the tinnie. After a cup of tea we moved.  
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Our destination was Possession 
Island, about 9 nautical miles from 
Cape York and the wind was 
blowing enough that we only 
needed the head sail (genoa) out to 
get us there in plenty of time for 
lunch. Horn Island is the closest 
weather station to here and it had 
been gusting to 20 knots and gusted 
to mid twenties for most of the 
day. Anchor down, lunch made, 
the afternoon was spent reading. 
Remembering there was still some 
tuna bait in the fridge we decided 
that a daylight fish was prudent (I 
didn’t want to repeat my last 
experience of the night time fish) 
and we managed to hook four 
sweetlip – two were too small and 
thrown back – two were perfect 
and kept for dinner. 

Sunset fishing overlooking Torres Strait 

Sengo and Cape York 

Is Australia sinking?  
Compare this photo to one on 
the front cover! 
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The tip 

Walking track to the tip 

Walking track to the tip Walking track to the tip 
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26th October 2016. There are no official walking paths on Possession 
Island (well none obvious anyway) but the monument is obvious 
from the sea and we took the tinnie over to have a look. The original 
monument was constructed in 1970 but apparently vandals stole the 
plaque and so in 1988 the replacement of the monument became a 
Bicentennial Project. A very steep and scrabbly track (you need your 
hands to help you) behind the monument leads to a long mostly 
forgotten overgrown track that will take you in one direction to the 
entrance of a mine where National Parks interps boards inform you 
about the eastern bent-wing, and coastal sheathtail bats, and ask you 
not to enter. The contour line in the opposite direction gets lost in 
scrub but we followed it whilst we could, and then went uphill a bit 
to reach the ridge so we could get back to the beach down a ‘safer’ 
route. A collapsed excavation area further up the hill was noted and 
old mining equipment found near the beach. According to the 
Possession Island Management Plan you can still see the remnants 
of buildings on the island but we didn’t search too hard. We did 
walk to the hill at the southern end of this beach to take in the view.  

After lunch we sailed to Seisa, at least until the leads where we had 
to put the motor on to head into the wind. We anchored in the 
gutter between the sand bank and the shore.  

 

Possession Island lies approximately 9 nautical miles south west of 
Cape York and about the same distance from the settlement of Seisa. 
It is one of two islands that make up the Possession Island National 
Park (the other being Eborac Island just north of Cape York.).  Just 
before sunset on 22 August 1770, Captain James Cook of the British 
Navy claimed possession of the east coast of Australia from this 
island. “in the Name of His Majesty King George the Third and took 
possession of the whole eastern coast from the above latitude down to this 
place by the name of New South Wales, together with all the bays, harbours, 
rivers and islands situate upon the said coast” In 2001 the Gudang and 
Kaurareg people took back native title rights to the island who share 
management with the state environment department. 

Over the last couple of hundred years the island has been the base 
for trepan (beche de mer) and turtle shell collection and gold was 
mined in the early 1900s; the shafts of which now provide shelter for 
at least two species of bat. Access to the mine shafts is forbidden due 
to both risk of collapse, as well as the disturbance of bat crèches 

(dis) Possession Island 

Possession Island monument 

Cape York from Possession Island  

Possession Island

Old mine  

Old mining equipment 
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Seisa 

Our last evening at Seisa was spent with Island Home at the Seisa Fishing 
Club. Advertised as open three nights per week and with the details of each 
night’s activities, Saturdays were supposed to be the most lively. The available 
meal was beef burgers and the bar was open. Well apparently some local 
politics have got in the way (as well as low season) and nobody turned up. A 
couple of locals came in for a drink before the sun went down but there were 
only five of us left after that. One staff member came by and realised why we 
were hanging on –‘Did you want burgers?’, she asked. Yes please. The 
burgers were simple but okay but we were chucked out at 2000.  

27th-29th October 2016 

Seisa has not changed much since we were last here. It was a 
hot and dusty ‘town’ in 2012. It is a hot and dusty ‘town’ in 
2016. ‘Town’ is probably too much of a word for this 
settlement and to be perfectly honest, at the time of our first 

visit we didn’t think much of it. The barge was at the jetty 
when we arrived, the place was full of 4WD tourists and there 
was nothing visually that appealed. Now, the jetty looks the 
same, the Trinity Bay ship /barge visited whist we were here 
and we had lunch at the kiosk again. (We are also now more 
used to the look of dry and dusty towns).  The extras this time 
were that we bought fuel from the service station, and food 
from the little supermarket, a building I don’t think we knew 
existed when we were last here.  

The 2011 Census lists Seisa with a population of 203 (the ill-fated 2016 
Census data is not available until mid 2017). The settlement is the mainland 
link for the inhabitants of the Torres Strait Islands and a ferry runs at least 
once a day. Whist we were here it always seemed full.  

The Seisa jetty, when not hosting ferries or barges is a local fishing spot and 
is always full of people with rods and lines out. Crocodiles are prominent in 
the area, one quite large one was sunning itself on the beach on adjacent Red 
Island as we were having sundowners on Island Home. That of course, 
doesn’t stop the local kids swimming under the pier.  

Our activities at Seisa were limited; fuel shopping (at the most northern fuel 
stop on mainland Australia –it says so on the bottom of the bowsers), food 
shopping and a chat with the local constabulary (the police and quarantine 
boats were checking the islanders that were coming in for the three-day rugby 
tournament). Last time we were here we couldn’t get on to a boat to do a 
tour of Thursday Island for a week. It was high season and popular and 
unfortunately I only had us in the area on the itinerary for six days. This 
time there was a sign on the blackboard of small groups going over the next 
day but we had more important things to deal with. We can’t sail to 
Thursday Island and come back again with ease. It is an interim quarantine 
zone and there would be consequences with the cats. 

Sunset from Seisa Fishing Club 

Filling up at the fuel station 

Walking from the jetty to the fuel station, 
camp ground and kiosk 

Seisa Jetty 
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Whist we knew that SeaSwift runs its ships from Cairns to 
Seisa (Bamaga) on a regular basis in order to supply the 
remote top end, we were surprised at just how easy it 
would be to organize to get supplies along the 800 odd 
kilometers between these two locations. Lizard Island 
Resort clearly has its food sent in and if you ask nicely 
apparently you can piggy back a supermarket order onto 
their delivery. There is a regular barge stop on Stokes Bay 
on Stanley Island in the Flinders group so as long as you 
can organize someone to drop off your goods in time at 
the Cairns end, you can get a regular supply of fresh 
vegies. The barges even carry fuel if you order it in 
advance. Lockhart River township has its goods shipped in 
by sea and of course Thursday Island and Seisa are the 
main end stops. If you have come up to the Cape via 4WD 
you don’t even have to drive it home; you can ship your 
car home on the Trinity Bay. You can accompany it if you 
like. Transporting pets this way may however be an issue.  

Just how ‘isolated’ is ‘isolated’? 

Heading West 
30th – 31st October 2016. The last two days of October 2016 were spent sailing across the Gulf of 
Carpentaria. Mostly. We had left Siesa around 0800 and motored out along the shore and out through 
the leads. The police boat passed us going the other way and let us know our AIS was now working 
(we had had an issue with it a couple of days previously and asked the police if they could check us on 
their plotter), and we put up the spinnaker around 5 nautical miles out, once Andrew had set up the 
lines. It stayed up all day until sunset where we found, to a large extent just the genoa was adequate to 
get us through the night. At around 1400 the next day we put the spinnaker up again, realising we may 
have missed an opportunity to put it up earlier and travel further and it came down again at 1900 when 
the winds died out. The final hours of October 2016 were spent listening to the dulcet tones of 54 
Horsepower Yanmar motors! 

Croc Count 
Last month we saw a total of four crocs. This month we only saw one more, 
and the initial four were seen in one day. 

Croc count for October: 5 (4 in the Bizant River; 1 on Red Island, Seisa) 

Trinity Bay at Seisa Jetty 

Trinity Bay at Seisa Jetty 


